
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of market research associate.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for market research associate

Assist in the development and maintenance of the market research plan
assuring delivery of research on time and within budget and recommend
changes in the organization to ensure the effective fulfillment of objectives
Have a strong background in primary market research
Conduct and analyze market and product research and competitive
intelligence across areas of Population Health Management, including but not
limited to Prevention, Intervention, and Behavioral Health
Monitor industry developments and announcements to create internal alerts
and produce dashboards utilizing a wide variety of research sources and
databases
Presents research findings and implications to all levels within the
organization
Continuously enhance your segment specific understanding of the
technology industry
Strong analytic skills, including the ability to read and interpret survey data
sets, identify insights, and synthesize how these insights impact the business
strategy
Experience in, and passion for, the technology industry
Supervises direct reports by answering questions, providing constructive and
consistent feedback, and conducting performance appraisals in a timely
manner
Commits to equal opportunity employment

Example of Market Research Associate Job
Description
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A minimum of 8 years of commercial experience is required
Global market research experience is preferred
Experience in business analytics or other analytical areas is preferred
Experience in the healthcare industry and more specifically in insight
generation in the infectious disease state is preferred
This position is based in Raritan, NJ and will require up to 10% domestic and
international travelMarket Research
A minimum of 7 years of progressive commercial experience in life science is
required, with a minimum of 4 years in Market Research


